**Full Circle Principle:**
- The learning objectives and results are consistent.
- Traditional or enhanced classroom and distance learning techniques focus on student involvement.
- Distance learning and active classrooms provide additional opportunities that are transferable.
- Techniques practiced in distance and active learning contexts can be brought back to the traditional classroom.

**Assumptions:**
- Students learn by doing and thinking independently.
- Multiple teaching techniques enhance learning.
- Applying theory leads to understanding.
- Interleaving information improves retention.
- Creativity enhances thought processes.
- Students learn from each other and outside sources.
- Innovative ideas may not work on the first attempt.

**Tools and Processes:**
- Mapping - Fabric Metaphor – Retention - Aesthetics

**References:**
- Mapping - *How to Think Like Leonardo da Vinci: Seven Steps to Genius Every Day* by Michael J. Gelb
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